
The Challenge

An automotive company needed to streamline customer experience across recently acquired 
brands. However, standardizing across different car brands, regions, and languages was a tall 
order. The company needed a way to develop new, rich digital experiences that were consistent 
with the traditional dealership experiences car buyers expected.

The Solution

Capgemini helped the automotive brand set up a complete digital-experience platform (DXP) to 
provide a fluid and rich experience customer across the entire buying journey, from research to 
purchase to ongoing maintenance and services. The solution from Adobe was integrated directly 
with existing analytics and targeting systems so brand equity and IP weren’t lost. The Adobe 
solution ingested and analyzed data from hundreds of sources to create audience profiles for 
real-time activation and tracks users’ online behaviors to adapt marketing campaigns.

Capgemini worked with a global automotive company to revamp its customer 
experience strategy for the modern car buyer
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The Outcome
The single DXP now manages 53 distinct brand 
websites across 38 countries and 26 languages, 
allowing the automotive maker to deliver 
personalized, targeted experiences at scale 
without adding IT complexity or cost.
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